
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of car driver. Please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we
will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but
have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for car driver

Think across platforms to find the best way to tell compelling stories
Understand how to write complex topics in clear, easy-to-understand
language, and coach writers on how to do that themselves
Deliver vehicles between production and delivery operations
Perform tasks independently with minimal supervision
Maintain a clean driving record and Class A CDL
Follow all safety procedures and maintain driver log
Must meet exact delivery deadlines consistently
The Event Vehicle Driver represents Red Bull towards our consumers during
her/his travels and activities and is absolutely reliable (loyalty, safety, integrity
– no drugs, alcohol ) and is well informed about Red Bull product(s) and
brands
S/he drives and sets the vehicle, the equipment and its interior up/down, is
able to entertain with background music (DJ/MC skills are appreciated but
not mandatory, as s/he is not the main act) and showing moving images from
the Red Bull world
She/he briefs event organizers/DJs/speakers about the usage and
possibilities of the vehicle and its equipment by steadily adding fresh ideas
and unique solutions

Qualifications for car driver

Example of Car Driver Job Description
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Obsession with car culture, the auto industry, and in the Car and Driver brand
Experience coaching writers to think clearly about their stories, to focus on
the audience, and experiment with different ways of storytelling
Open to experimenting with content types and using analytics to inform
decisions
Car Hauling experience preferred
S/he is responsible for obtaining all necessary permits for the smooth usage
of the vehicle during all its activities


